CAUTION: Don’t mimic the thesis!
Absorb the academic style gradually... evolving slowly into phrasing that feels comfortable. Read with a metacognitive “eye” that critiques both content and writing style, just as with all other sources.

Absorb the language of the field: for deeper understanding, and better targeted research.

Theses are intimidating? Use the Abstract, Table of Contents and do a full text search to locate only relevant information.

Vocabulary too high-level? Absorb the language of the field: for deeper understanding, and better targeted research.

Will using theses lead to plagiarism? They fall within the rules of other sources. Check work using Turnitin, which scans theses and dissertations found in ProQuest.

Theses too long? Read them just like the books from the stacks — reading only relevant chapters.

Includes Niche Topics
Of issues from diverse academic and cultural perspectives from around the world

Exposes Students to Models of Research
By exposing students to scholarly writing, the structure of research, and technical vocabulary

Strengthens Information Literacy
By expanding awareness of trusted sources

Launches Research
With curated sources on a given topic, to aid your own research and construction of robust bibliographies

Reveals Connections Between Disciplines
With titles covering the humanities, sciences, and interdisciplinary topics

Offers Virtual Job Preparation
With case studies of unique field experiences in business, education, nursing, and the sciences

Reduces Research Blockers
By offering instant access to full-text versions of dissertations and theses
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